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Last FCALM meeting: April 4-5, 2019 at FAU

Discussion points included:

• **EBSCO/DynaMed (Clinical Reference Tool) Demo w/Nicole Capriotti**
  o Newest feature is Stacks
    ▪ Content management system
    ▪ Mobile app available
  o Shared decision-making offerings
    ▪ Option Grid
    ▪ Health Decision
  o New version of DynaMed to be released mid/late Summer
    ▪ Will be premiered at ACP and MLA, then wide scale distribution
    ▪ Price will remain the same for those who already have DynaMed Plus, but significant increase for those who do not (i.e., DynaMed Classic).
  • Discussion re: pricing
    • DynaMed Plus is priced per physician; special pricing for nurses (there is not a per nurse price)
    • DynaMed Plus is limited offered to AMA and ACP as a benefit
      o This will be discontinued; no ETA.

• **Announcements/Review of Minutes**
  o Minutes approved
  o Welcome FAU Guest, Tiffany Follin. Filling in to take minutes for this meeting.
• Overview of current FCALM deals
  o BMJ
    ▪ BMJ collection through 2020
    ▪ FCALM may want to move in 2021 to premier collection; FSU has already moved to premier collection based on existing FCALM pricing deal.
    ▪ Jo Bouchier is new BMJ representative.
  o EBSCO
    ▪ Heather Beardsley has left EBSCO. New contact is Steph Fraser.
  o NEJM
    ▪ NEJM capped renewal fee at 7%. 2.5% FCALM discount.
    ▪ Negotiations have not started for renewal.
    ▪ Mike Tavares is rep.
  o Thieme
    ▪ 22% discount with a 4% renewal cap.
    ▪ Full participation required.
  o Ovid
    ▪ Review & discussion of institutional subscriptions

• CSUL Update (Rose, standing in for Martin)
  o Thesis and dissertation flyer available
    ▪ Discussion on dissertation portal concerns
  o Google Books (UF)
    ▪ Digitized any book out of copyright.
    ▪ Only cost of project is for employee time pulling books and re-shelving.
    ▪ Institution chooses what to send to Google.
    ▪ Discussion on digitalization (benefits, etc.)
  o Kathy Miller, FGCU
    ▪ Suggested restarting university input for projects

• MCLS (Rose, standing in for Martin)
  o Presentation and discussion of Open Athens
  o FALSC/ALEPH Discussion
  o Next meeting in June (Ocala)
• **Michael Pellerin, Teton Data Systems/Osmosis Presentation**
  - Usage stats for Osmosis based on individual institution.
  - Students are currently paying $199 per year for (prime) individual access.
  - No curriculum integration available.
  - Michael negotiated additional 15% discount.
    - Deadline for discount TBD.
  - Pricing for 2019 (including 15% discount)
    - Osmosis library: $82 per student
      - Includes video, flash cards, question banks, institutional usage dashboards
    - Osmosis prime: $128 per student
      - Includes all of the above, plus workspace and study schedule.
  - Breakdown slide showed which medical schools subscribe
    - No breakdown of user data, but there are more M1 and M2 students.
  - Faculty can utilize analysis dashboard to see what videos are being watched.
  - Group discussion, Q&A of Osmosis.
    - Pricing & budgets
      - Student population a factor in costs.
      - FCALM suggest rethinking pricing structure.
        - Idea: Students buying with a school discount.
        - Idea: Licensing videos only to place on library website/catalog.

• **Textbook affordability discussion**
  - FAU has a 60-day adoption, as opposed to the 45-day mandated state-wide adoption

• **Loansome Doc**
  - Loansome Doc discontinued.
    - No replacement.
    - Introretrieve or public library most viable alternatives.
    - Discussion of ramifications of discontinued services.

**Next CSUL/MCLS meeting:** June 6-7, 2019 (Martin will attend MCLS meeting)

**Next FCALM meeting:** September 26-27, 2019 at UCF